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Osteria Alle Testiere A refined "bacaro", which has wooden tables, simple facilities and nice
informal atmosphere; only fish dishes, well prepared and imaginative.
Locanda Cipriani Evocative traditional establishment, with interiors and atmosphere
reminiscent of a trattoria from another era and refined traditional cuisine; really pleasant
service in the garden in summer.
Ristorante Glam Nestled between the two gardens of the Palazzo Venart hotel (one at the
entrance, the other offering alfresco dining with magnificent views of the Grand Canal), Glam
offers one of the most complete and exciting dining experiences in the city thanks to the
partnership of Michelin-starred chef Bartolini and the extraordinary talent of Donato Ascani,
who is at the helm in the kitchen here. Full of intense and harmonious flavours, the cuisine is
striking for its surprising variety of vegetables, particularly aromatic herbs.
Il Ridotto Restaurant Both father and son are in the kitchen at this simple yet elegant small
restaurant, serving up imaginative dishes that focus not only on local recipes and ingredients
but also on gastronomic influences from the whole of Italy.
Local Contemporary Venetian cuisine is to the fore in this restaurant, where the young chef
skillfully reinterprets classic local recipes. The dishes, which boast distinct flavours and are full
of individual character thanks to the use of authentic ingredients from around the lagoon
(hence the restaurant’s name), are available in the form of delicious tasting menus.
Estro Situated slightly off the beaten track, this modern wine bar is also a restaurant serving
Mediterranean cuisine accompanied by a selection of 700 organic wines. Snacks are available
at aperitif hour.
Ai Mercanti A family-run restaurant hidden in a small courtyard in the centre, with a modern
decor dominated by beige and black tones. Full of exciting and imaginative flavours, the
modern cuisine offers good value for money.
Al Covo This rustically elegant restaurant is close to the Riva degli Schiavoni and is much
frequented by tourists. The menus are delightfully varied and listed under three full flavoured headings.
Osteria Da Fiore An osteria in name only, this restaurant has an elegant ambience, with two
romantic tables overlooking the canal. If you enjoy Venetian cuisine you will be in your
element here, as Signora Mara skilfully combines traditional local dishes with her own personal
touch.

Fine Dining:
•
•
•

Carpaccio Very nice & traditional place in Venice centre, typical dishes. St. Mark’s view. Good
wine & good fish.
Trovatore From raw fish to first courses of excellence as spaghetti Busara style with cherry
tomatoes and scampi, to a second course of value as the sole fillet “Biancoperla” Slow Food.
Antico Pignolo Antico Pignolo” Restaurant uses all the art, skill and talent necessary to
create dishes of exceptional quality and guarantee outstanding private and cultural events at
the most famous and prestigious palaces in Venice.

•

La Porta D'Acqua The restaurant overlooks over the Grand Canal, a few meters from the
Rialto Bridge. La Porta d'Acqua offers Mediterranean cuisine inspired by the Campania and
Venetian traditions.

Casual Dining / Drinks:
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All'Arco Extremely good cichetti, good wines, friendly staff and the typical atmosphere of a
real Venetian bacaro
La Zucca Italian, Mediterranean cuisine
La Perla Ai Bisatei Local, Italian cuisine
Osteria Alla Frasca Beautifully picturesque, Alla Frasca offers a menu consisting of a few
dishes, based on both fish and meat, selected based on the freshest raw materials that come
mainly from the Rialto Market and local vegetables gardens.
La Palanca La Palanca is, at heart, a neighbourhood café-bar that does excellent lunch with a
unique view.
Antica Mola dai Costa Italian, Seafood, Mediterranean cuisine
Osteria Enoteca Ai Artisti European cuisine
Osteria Anice Stellato Italian, European cuisine

HAPPY TRAVELS!

